ANNUCLES TO NOTE:
1. Talk is STRICTLY for IEM members only (pre-registration and online registration are NOT required)
2. Telephone and/or fax reservation will NOT be entertained
3. Limited seats available on a “first come, first served” basis (maximum 80 participants).
4. IEM members are required to produce their membership cards for confirmation of attendance (CPD purpose).
5. Latecomers will not be allowed to enter if the lecture hall is full nor be entitled to CPD.

IEM members who fail to produce their membership cards will be charged a fee of RM20.00.

Funds for IEM Building Fund (Wisma IEM)
• Kindly be informed that IEM will be charging participants RM10.00 administrative fee for talks organized by IEM.
• The fee would be used for overhead costs, building maintenance expenses as well as to support the purchase of the new building.
• All contributions will be deeply appreciated by IEM
• Students are however exempted. Your understanding is greatly appreciated.

CPD HOURS CONFIRMATION
Name: .............................................................
Membership No: .............................................